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Background: The nuclei in the region around 68Ni display an apparent rapid development of collectivity as
protons are removed from the f7/2 single-particle state along the N = 40 isotonic chain. Proton and neutron
excitations across the Z = 28 and N = 40 gaps are observed in odd-A 27Co and 26Fe isotopes. Little spectroscopic
information beyond the excited 2+ and 4+ is available in the even-even 66,68

26Fe nuclei to compare with shell
model calculations.
Purpose: Our goal is to determine the low-energy level schemes of 66,68Fe and compare the observed excitations
with shell model calculations to identify states wherein a contribution from excitations across Z = 28 and N = 40
are present.
Method: The low-energy states of 66,68Fe were populated through the beta decay of 66,68Mn produced at
the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory. Beta-delayed gamma-ray transitions were detected and
correlated to the respective parent isotope to construct a low-energy level scheme.
Results: The low-energy level schemes of 66,68Fe were constructed from observed gamma-ray coincidences and
absolute gamma-ray intensities. Tentative spin and parity assignments were assigned based on comparisons with
shell model calculations and systematics. The two lowest 0+ and 2+ states were characterized in terms of the
number of protons and neutrons excited across the respective shell gaps.
Conclusion: The removal of two protons from 68Ni to 66Fe results in an inversion of the normal configuration and
the one characterized by significant excitation across the Z = 28 and N = 40 gaps. Approximately, one proton
and two neutrons are excited across their respective single-particle gaps in the ground state of 66Fe.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A significant experimental and theoretical effort has been
directed at understanding the rapid development of collectivity
below 68Ni in the N = 40 region. The nucleus, 68Ni, was
originally thought to be located at the intersection of a
proton shell closure at Z = 28 due to the isolated f7/2 proton
single-particle state and a neutron subshell closure at N = 40
resulting from the separation between the pf shell and the
neutron g9/2 single-particle state. Support for the semimagic
interpretation of 68Ni was originally derived from a high 2+
excitation energy [1].

The view of 68Ni as a closed core nucleus was challenged
by the observation of a rapid drop in the energy of the first
excited 2+ states, E(2+

1 ), along the Fe and Cr isotopic chains
without any pronounced peak at either 66

26Fe40 [2] or 64
24Cr40 [3].

Complementary B(E2) measurements along the Fe [4] and
Cr [5] isotopic chains also indicate the increased collectivity
in this neutron-rich region. The development of collectivity has
been attributed to the filling of the neutron g9/2 single-particle

state in N < 40 nuclei driving the nucleus toward deformation
[2]. Excited states originating from neutron excitations from
the pf shell into the neutron g9/2 single-particle state across
N = 40 are observed in all neutron-rich odd-A Fe isotopes
starting at N = 33. Levels with tentative spin and parity
assignments of 9/2+ have been identified in 59

26Fe33 [6] and
61
26Fe35 [7–9], and inferred in 63

26Fe37 [9], 65
26Fe39 [8–10], and

67
26Fe41 [8,11], though in 67Fe alternative positive parity states
cannot be exclusively ruled out [12]. The 9/2+ levels in
the odd-A Fe isotopes decrease from 1517 keV in 59Fe to
approximately 400 keV in both 65,67Fe [10]. The monotonic
decrease in the energy of the tentatively assigned 9/2+ levels
in the odd-A Fe isotopes is mirrored in the Mn isotopic chain
by the drop in the energy of the negative parity bandhead
associated with the coupling of the πf7/2 and νg9/2 single-
particle states approaching N = 40 [13].

Removing one proton from Z = 28 leaves a vacancy in
the f7/2 single-particle orbital resulting in a 7/2− ground
state spin and parity assigned to all neutron-rich odd-A Co
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FIG. 1. (a) The beta-delayed gamma-ray energy spectrum observed within 500 ms following the implantation of a 66Mn ion. Gamma rays
attributed to the decay of 66Mn are labeled with inverted triangles and are listed in Table I. Gamma rays attributed to daughter and granddaughter
activities are marked by circles. Gamma rays associated with the decay of nuclei populated through beta-delayed neutron emission are indicated
by squares. The unlabeled “peak” at approximately 2800 keV is due to the overflow signal on one of the individual SeGA detectors. (b) The
gamma-gamma coincidence spectrum gated by the 840-keV transition. Coincidences with the 573- and 1461-keV transitions are indicated.

isotopes. The presence of intruder levels have been observed
in the odd-A 65,67Co isotopes wherein proton excitations across
the Z = 28 shell have been suggested to account for the
anomalous low-energy 1/2− states in both 65,67Co [14,15].
States associated with both normal and intruder configurations
have also been tentatively identified in the odd-odd 66,68Co [16]
and 64,66Mn [17] isotopes located on either side of N = 40.
The identification of both proton and neutron intruder levels
sparked a renewed interest in identifying corresponding states
in the even-even 68Ni nucleus, and theoretical predications
were put forward for the excitation energy of the proton
two-particle two-hole 0+ state in 68Ni [18]. Despite initial
indications [19] the state has not yet been identified [20].

In order to extend the search for normal and intruder
configurations below the 28Ni isotopic chain requires more
extensive knowledge of the level schemes of the even-even
66,68Fe nuclei.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

The level schemes of the neutron-rich 66,68
26Fe isotopes

were investigated through the beta decay of the respective
Mn isotopes to identify levels above the previously reported
tentative 2+ and 4+ [2,21] states for comparison with shell
model calculations. The neutron-rich 66,68Mn ions were
produced at the Coupled Cyclotron Facility at the National
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) by impinging
a 140 MeV/A 86Kr primary beam on a 9Be target. The
fragmentation products of interest were separated using
the A1900 [22] and delivered to the central implantation
detector of the Beta Counting System (BCS) [23] which was
surrounded by 16 detectors from the Segmented Germanium
Array (SeGA) [24]. Both systems were instrumented with
the NSCL DDAS [25]. Further details on the experimental
setup and the characterization of the ions delivered to the
experimental station can be found in Refs. [16,17].

The beta-delayed gamma-ray spectrum observed within
500 ms following the arrival of a 66Mn ion to the experimental
station is shown in Fig. 1(a). The 573-keV and 834-keV
transitions have been observed previously in Refs. [2,9,21].
Gamma-ray transitions up to an energy of 3.3 MeV are are
observed in Fig. 1(a), assigned to the decay of 66Mn, and are
listed in Table I with their respective absolute intensities. The
beta decay curve for 66Mn is shown in Fig. 2. The half-lives of
the daughter 66Fe and granddaughter 66Co were fixed at 351 ms
[17,26–28] and 180 ms [27,29,30] respectively. The errors on
the daughter (6 ms) and granddaughter (10 ms) half-lives did
not contribute significantly to the error of the extracted 66Mn
half-life. The half-life determined for 66Mn from the present
data is 60(3) ms, consistent with previous measurements
of 65(5) [12], 64(2) [31], and 66(4) ms [2]. Gamma-gated
decay curves for the most intense photon transitions were
also analyzed and were consistent with the overall beta-decay
curve. The 573-keV gamma-gated decay curve is shown as
an inset in Fig. 2. A small beta-delayed neutron branch was
observed following the decay of 66Mn based on the presence
of the 363.5-keV transition associated with 65Fe [8,10,32].

TABLE I. Energies and absolute intensities for the gamma-ray
transitions identified following the beta decay of 66Mn.

E (keV) Abs. inten. (%) E (keV) Abs. inten. (%)

175.2 (2) 3.6 (6) 1777.5 (4)a 2 (1)
573.4 (1) 38 (2) 2130.4 (6)a 5 (2)
770.2 (2) 1.4 (6) 2300.2 (2) 7 (1)
833.9 (2) 3.5 (6) 2362.0 (6)a 2 (1)
840.4 (3) 1.7 (6) 2680.0 (3) 6 (2)
1132.8 (3) 1.1 (5) 2710.4 (4) 1.3 (7)
1307.6 (2) 1.8 (9) 2874.0 (2) 16 (2)
1461.2 (3) 1.0 (7) 3284.5 (5) 6 (2)
1547.5 (2) 5.5 (8)

aNot placed in level scheme.
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FIG. 2. The beta-decay curve for 66Mn from 0 to 1 second. The
overall fit was composed of contributions from the beta decay of
66Mn, 66Fe, 66Co, and a constant background. Inset: The beta-decay
curve for 66Mn from 0 to 600 ms detected in coincidence with the
observation of a 573-keV gamma ray.

The 340.5-keV transition in the beta-delayed gamma-ray
spectrum follows the decay of 65Fe [15] populated in the
delayed neutron emission from 66Mn. The coincident 882-keV
transition following the 340-keV transition was not observed
due to the drop in efficiency between the two photon energies.
The beta-delayed neutron branch was not considered in the
half-life fit due to its small magnitude of 4(1)%.

Numerous gamma-gamma coincidence spectra were ob-
tained and the gamma coincidence spectra obtained with a gate
on the 840-keV transition is shown in Fig. 1(b). Based on ob-
served gamma-gamma coincidences and absolute gamma-ray
intensities the low-energy level scheme of 66Fe populated in
the beta-decay of 66Mn was constructed and is shown in Fig. 3,
which is consistent with the level scheme constructed from the
decay of 66Mn produced through proton-induced U fission at
ISOLDE [33]. Apparent beta-decay feedings are listed to the
left of each level and a Q value of 13.32 MeV was assumed
for the calculations of log10 f t values according to Ref. [34].
The spin and parity of the 66Mn parent ground state has been
tentatively assigned as 1+ [17] and thus the beta decay from
66Mn will preferentially populate low-spin states in the 66Fe
daughter nucleus. Shell model calculations are presented next
to the level scheme in Fig. 3 and will be discussed in more detail
later in the paper. In the cases where the ordering of transitions
from coincidence data was ambiguous, the order was based
on absolute intensities with the highest absolute intensity
transition at the bottom of the respective gamma-ray cascade.

The beta-delayed gamma-ray spectrum observed within
300 ms following the implantation of a 68Mn ion is presented
in Fig. 4(a). A total of four gamma rays were attributed to the
decay of 68Mn at 521.2 (1), 865.3 (2), 1249.5 (4), and 1513.7
(3) keV with absolute intensities of 43(5), 24(5), 13(5), and
14(4), respectively. The two low-energy transitions at 521-
and 865-keV have been observed previously [12,21]. The
68Mn decay curve is shown in Fig. 4(b). The decay curve
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FIG. 3. (Left) Low-energy level scheme of 66Fe inferred from the
beta decay of 66Mn. Tentative spin and parity assignments, apparent
beta-decay branching ratios, and log10 f t values are given on the left
hand side of each state. The beta-decay Q value was taken from a
recent mass measurement [35]. (Right) Shell model calculations for
66Fe; see text for details.

was fit with contributions from 68Mn, 68Fe, and 68Co. The
half-lives of 68Fe and 68Co were fixed at values of 180 [16] and
1600 ms [29] respectively. The half-life of 68Mn was deter-
mined to be 40(7) ms, slightly shorter than obtained previously,
51(4) ms [12], but with a lower precision.

The inferred low-energy level scheme of 68Fe is presented
in Fig. 5 with apparent beta-decay feedings from 68Mn. The
levels at 521 and 1386 keV are shown as solid lines and
were previously identified in Ref. [12], but the present data
allows for the determination of apparent beta decay feedings
to each state. Based on the similarity in the observed absolute
gamma-ray intensities for the 1249.5 and 1513.7 keV states it
is tempting to place the two gamma rays in a cascade which
feeds the 521-keV level indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 5.
The order of the 1249.5–1513.7 keV cascade could not be
conclusively determined.

III. DISCUSSION

To explore the structure of the neutron-rich Fe isotopes,
shell model calculations were performed using an effective
interaction derived with the techniques detailed in Refs. [36].
The N3LO model of Entem and Machleidt [37] was used for
the nucleon-nucleon interaction and to construct an effective
interaction appropriate for Fe isotopes with 48Ca used as
a reference state. All terms in many-body perturbation to
third order in the renormalized interaction were included, in
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FIG. 4. (a) The beta-delayed gamma-ray energy spectrum de-
tected within 300 ms following a 68Mn implanted ion. Gamma rays
attributed to the decay of 68Mn are labeled with inverted triangles.
Gamma rays attributed to daughter and granddaughter activity are
marked by circles. Gamma rays associated with the decay of nuclei
populated following beta-delayed neutron emission are indicated by
squares. (b) The beta-decay curve for 68Mn from 0 to 1 second. The
overall fit (black) was composed of contributions from the beta-decay
of 68Mn, 68Fe, 68Co, and a constant background.

addition to folded diagrams which were summed to infinite
order. A G matrix was computed with respect to 48Ca as
a closed core employing an oscillator basis with oscillator
energy h̄ω = 10 MeV; see Ref. [36] for further details. The
effective interaction for the shell model space consists of the
proton single-particle states 0f7/2, 0f5/2, 1p3/2, and 1p1/2

and the neutron single-particle states 0f5/2, 1p3/2, 1p1/2, and
0g9/2. To minimize the computational complexity of the shell
model calculations, a maximum of two proton excitations were
allowed out of the f7/2 single-particle state. No limitation
was placed on the number of neutron excitations amongst
the given states. The single-particle energies were initially set
to empirical values relevant for 49Sc and 49Ca. It is likely
that monopole corrections will be required to reproduce the
effective values for the A = 66 region. The only adjustment
that was made was to shift the neutron g9/2 single-particle
energy so that the observed excitation energies in 65Fe and
66Fe were reasonable. It may be that this adjustment was not a
unique solution. In addition it is thought that the neutron d5/2

orbital is important to obtain the proper correlation energies
in this region [38]. Thus, the present shell model calculations
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FIG. 5. (Left) Low-energy level scheme of 68Fe inferred from
the beta decay of 68Mn. Beta-decay branching ratios and apparent
log10 f t values are given on the left-hand side of each state. The beta-
decay Q value of the decay was taken as 14 530 keV from Ref. [34].
(Right) Shell model calculations for 68Fe; see text for details. All
calculated states below 3.5 MeV are shown. Above 3.5 MeV only the
lowest excited states of a given spin and parity are shown.

are at a rather early stage and are used only for qualitative
guidance in the interpretation of the present results.

The predicted ground state spin and parity of 66Mn is 1+
in agreement with the inferred spin and parity obtained in
Ref. [17]. The shell model calculations additionally predict a
32% beta-decay branch between the ground state of 66Mn and
the 0+ ground state of 66Fe compared with a 36(6)% ground
state branch inferred in the present work. The first excited
2+ state in 66Fe, depopulated by a 573.4-keV transition, was
observed in prior beta-decay and reaction studies [2,3,12,21]
and is confidently assigned as the 2+

1 → 0+ transition. A 4+
spin and parity assignment is given to the state at 1407 keV. The
834-keV transition observed in beta decay agrees with the sim-
ilar energy transitions observed in both knockout [833(9) keV]
[21] and inelastic scattering reactions [831(8) keV] [3]. The
1407-keV state is also populated through beta-delayed
neutron emission from from the tentative 5/2− 67Mn ground
state from the present data. The large beta-decay Q value for
66Mn and the possibility of missing high-energy low-intensity
transitions suggest that the apparent feeding of the 1407-keV
state is an upper limit and could be lowered if additional
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transitions are identified in future experiments. The 834-keV
transition was not observed in the previous beta-decay work of
Ref. [2] due to a contaminant line at 833.5 keV from 66Ga. The
957-keV transition observed in the knockout reactions is likely
the 6+ → 4+ transition and was not observed in the beta decay.

The 1414-keV state is tentatively identified as an ex-
cited 0+ state in 66Fe based on the lack of an observed
1414-keV crossover transition, the absence of observable
feeding from higher excited states, and a comparison to shell
model calculations. The predicted beta-decay intensity to
the excited 0+ state is 0.1% compared to an experimentally
measured 0.7(6)%.

A comparison between the experimental and theoretical
level schemes of 68Fe in Fig. 5 is more difficult due to
the lack of experimentally observed transitions. The spin
and parity of the parent 68Mn nucleus was assumed to be
greater than 3 based on the beta-decay feeding of the assumed
4+

1 state in 68Fe [12]. The present shell model calculations
predict the spin and parity of the parent 68Mn nucleus to
be 0+ with 1+ and 2+ excited states at energies of 161
and 191 keV, respectively. The next excited state in 68Mn
is a 5+ level located at 471 keV. The large apparent ground
state beta-decay feeding observed in the decay of 68Mn is
inconsistent with a higher-spin assignment to the ground state
of 68Mn. The 0+ spin and parity assignment predicted by the
shell model calculations can also be excluded based on the

large beta-decay branch ratio to the ground state of 68Fe. Thus
there is a slight preference from the experimental data for
either the 1+ or 2+ spin and parity assignment. However, if the
decay is fragmented across numerous high-energy states that
subsequently emit low-intensity high-energy photons directly
to the ground state, the inferred beta-decay feeding to the
ground state would be lower and further experimental data is
required to verify the large ground state branch.

The occupation probabilities for the low-energy 0+ and 2+
excited states in 68

28Ni, 66
26Fe, and 68

26Fe were taken from the shell
model calculations and the number of protons excited out of
the f7/2 single-particle state across the Z = 28 gap, and the
number of neutrons excited into the g9/2 single-particle state
across the N = 40 gap were determined and are presented
in Fig. 6. For 68Fe the number of excited neutrons refers
to the number of additional neutrons excited in the g9/2

single-particle state in excess of the two expected in a normal
filling configuration. The 0+ ground state of 68Ni is the nearest
to a closed shell configuration with only 0.44 and 0.26 protons
and neutrons excited across Z = 28 and N = 40 energy gaps,
respectively. The number of protons and neutrons excited
across their respective single-particle energy gaps at Z = 28
and N = 40 is significantly higher for the 0+

2 and 0+
3 states

in 68
28Ni40. The trend is similar for the 0+ states in 68

26Fe42; the
ground state appears to have relatively little excess neutron
excitation in the g9/2 single-particle state while the excited
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0+ state predicted at 1705 keV shows almost an extra two
neutrons excited into the g9/2 single-particle state.

Based on the theoretical calculations the intruder config-
uration drops below the normal one in 66Fe with the ground
state involving an average excitation of 1.12 protons and 1.96
neutrons across Z = 28 and N = 40, respectively. The closed
shell configuration in 66Fe is found at an excitation energy of
1414 keV and is associated with the second 0+ state predicted
theoretically. The dramatic change in the number of excited
nucleons across the respective single-particle energy gaps was
also found in previous theoretical studies [38,39]. Our present
calculations predict slightly different values for the number
of neutrons excited into the g9/2 single-particle state; 0.26
versus 0.96 in Ref. [38] for 66Fe and 1.96 versus 3.17 in
Ref. [38] for 68Fe. The differences are likely attributable to
the limitations that have been placed on the model used in
the present work. However, the overall conclusion remains
unchanged. The ground state of 66Fe is dominated by particle-
hole configurations.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion, the low-energy level schemes of the neutron-
rich 66,68Fe isotopes were studied through the beta decay of the

respective Mn isotopes. For the decays of 66,68Mn, absolute
beta-decay branching ratios were determined and used to
restrict spins and parities of selected states populated in the
beta decay. Additionally, the low-energy level schemes of
66,68Fe were compared with shell model calculations taking
into account neutron excitation into the the g9/2 single-particle
state and proton excitations across the Z = 28 gap. A tentative
0+ excited state was observed in 66Fe which appears to have
a closed shell configuration similar to the ground state of
68Ni based on comparisons with shell model calculations.
The energy of the intruder configurations involving significant
proton and neutron excitations across the Z = 28 and N = 40
gaps drops in energy between 68Ni and 67Co, becoming the
ground state in 66Fe.
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